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Baroque Theatre 
r:;. continued 

of their human or divine victors. The story of Andromeda was 

one of the first subjects elaborately staged in Rome. 1bis led to the 

development of melodrama, where the dramatic was wed to song 

and dance and every foon of art was involved 

The typical Italian theatrical perfoonance became known as <the 

opera'. It was felt to be the best medium to hold the spectators 

spellbound 

At first, in imitation of Greek drama, recitative predominated 

Then it was realised that the relationship between music and 

language could be better exploited to the advantage of both. More 

opportunities were to be given to choir and soloists to display their 

talents to the full. 

divorced from spectacle. In a way, it presupposes that participants 

are actors as well as spectators. There are even more Baroque 

churches than there are theatres. 1bis is certainly the case in Malta. 

The litutgical reforms introduced by Vatican li were certainly all well

intentioned and many were long overdue. However, some people 

who undertook to implement the refoons were mistaken in their 

interpretation and over-zealous in their application of the refoons, 

so that much that was of great artistic value was destroyed The 

insensitive removal of side altars from a number of Baroque 

churches was cited as a notorious example. 

In 1637, an important development took place in Padua, when five 

persons got together and hired a theatre for the carnival season. 

This ultimately led to making the opera more accessible to the 

general public, and freed it from its dependence on rich patrons. 

The members of the audience were asked to buy a ticket for each 

performance. 

There is room for different styles in church art, architecture, and 

liturgical perfoonance. Drama should not be excluded from divine 

service. Man as searcher and questioner, not only as believer, should 

feel perfecdy at home in church as a participant in the liturgy. It is 

the function of religion to reveal, rather than to preach. It is not to 

be forgotten that St Thomas Aquinas descnbed artistic perfoonance 

as a 'natural sacrament', an outward sign of inward grace. The 

iconic element of the liturgy should not be underestimated The 

Baroque treasures that foon a substantilll part of the art and 

architecture of Maltese churches should be better preserved and 

appreciated by all concerned 
The creators of the Baroque style, such as the great Bern.ini himself, 

worked both on churches and theatres. The liturgy itself is not Francis Cachia 

The Baroque Heritage of Valletta 
A Seminar 

• 

On Friday 3 November 2000, a seminar entitled The Baroque Heritage of Valletta' was held at the National Museum of 

Archaeology in Valletta. This very well attended event was organised by the International Institute for Baroque Studies 

(IIBS) in conjunction with the Museums Department, and sponsored by the Bank of Valletta. The seminar was the 
contribution of the 11 BS to the Europe -A Common Heritage campaign promoted by the Council of Europe. 

The seminar was introduced by Professor 

Deois De Lucca, Director of the IlBS and 

Head of Architecture at the University of 

Malta. He began with a general description 

of Valletta as a forti.6ed city built to provide 

a well-protected urban nucleus as an 

alternative to a dangerous life in scattered 

hamlets. 

Protected urban life is the concept 

underlying an early plan of Valletta drawn 

up in Brussels in September 1565 by the 

famous Italian theorist and military architect 

Francesco de Marchi, and in a later plan 

drawn up by Daniel Specklin in Strasbourg. 

Within a short time, the austere appearance 

of Valletta was transformed into a splendid 

European Baroque setting, well-suited to 

the ceremonial needs of the aristocratic 

Knights of St. John. 

Deois De Lucca described how during the 

1 ~ and 18th cen tu:cies changes were made to 

the fortification system and urban texture of 

Grand Master de Valette's city. After 1650 a 

more relaxed Italy had already experienced 

the architectural and artistic revolution 

created by the great Baroque architects 

Maderno, Borromini, Bemini., and Pietro da 

Cortona. 

The official opening address to the 

seminar was delivered by Professor Roger 

Ellul Micallef, Rector of the University of 

Malta. 

He first expressed his appreciation of the 

initiative taken by the IIBS to organise the 

event, and then summarized the operative 

aims of the Institute, which is now offering 

an MA in Baroque Studies as a 

postgraduate course, as well as publishing 

this newsletter on behalf of the Council of 

Europe's Baroqlle Rotlte Network. 

The Institute has also embarked on an 

ambitious research programme studying 

hitherto unexplored aspects of the building 

of Valletta and the design of early Baroque 

churches in Malta. 

Other areas of interest include co-operation 

with the University of Catania., the Baroque 

Centre of Syracuse, and other European 

Institutions concerned with Baroque 

Studies. Details of the Council ofEurope 

campaigo,Europe-A Common Heritage, were 

oudined to the audience by Mr Anthony 

Pace, Director of Museums, on behalf of 

the Minister of Education who was 

indisposed. 

The first paper of the day was delivered by 

Chev. Roger de Giorgio, author of A Ci!J l;y 
an Order, who talked about the historical 

background leading to the foundation of 

Valletta and the subsequent Baroque 
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The Baroque Heritage 
of Valletta 

transfoanations of the City after the arrival 

of the papal militat:y engineer Florian.i in 
1635. 

1bis was followed with a slide lecture by 

Annabel Vassallo, research assistant at the 

IIBS, who demonstrated the changing face 

of Valletta through a series of architectural 

features identified by the Institute for this 

puxpose. 

Claude Busuttil, a graduate student of the 

University ofAorence, conriaued with a 

paper on the rich Baroque interior of the 

Conventual Church of St John the Baptist 

in Valletta, which offers a sttiking contrast to 

the bland 16"'-ceotury fa~ade. Architect 

Hennann Bonnici, also a research assistant at 

the llBS, spoke about various technicalities 

linked to the conservation of the Baroque 

heritage of Vallett.a. 

The main speaker at the Seminar was 

Professor Mauro Bertagnin of the 

University ofUdine, who gave personal 

insights into the spirit of Baroque Valletta 

as seen in a video produced in 1998 by the 

audiovisual centre of the University of 

Udine in conjunction with the department 

of Architecture at the University of Malta. 

Professor Bertagnin also highlighted the 

theoretical aspects of the gridiron urban 

a.an.ature of Vallena and compared them to 

projects by famous Italian architectural 

theorists of the 16"' century. It was 

this same urban umature that provided 

the setting for the Baroque architectural 

transfoanations of 171)-. and 18"'-century 

Valletta. 

Rev. Professor Peter Seuacino Inglott, 

Chairman of the board of the OBS, 

delivered the closing address of the seminar. 

He emphasised the great need to actively 

conserve the unique Baroque heritage of 

Valletta, and also explored various 

relationships between Renzo Piano's 

proposals for the new city gate and the 

Baroque concepts discussed during the 

seminar, adding that the spirit of Baroque 

Vallena must at all costs be respected in any 

futute interventions in the urban fabric of 

Baroque Routes 

The Baroque Festival 

Opera 
Concluding the recent Baroque festival, the M a noel Theatre, in collaboration with 

the lstituto ltaliano di Cultura, presented Pergolesi's stage masterpiece La 

Serva Padrona at the Manoel to a pretty numerous audience. I had seen this 

work just once before: it was at the erstwhile Radio City opera house back in 

the late 1950s. 

One's memories, no matter how youthful, perforce fade after more than 40 years but the 

amazing cheek and freshness of the saucy maid Serpina are not easily forgettable- They were 

successfully revived as far as I was concerned by Marcello Ancilotti, who also doubled as the 

bumbling Ve~pone, a mute part Servant and accomplice of Serpina's and privy to her 

scheming in bagging/ trapping her 'master' Uberto into mar:rymg her. 

The Venetian chamber orchestra L'Offma Musicak was conducted by Riccardo Para vicini. 

Lithe nnd elegantly stylish they provided continuous support to this delicious romp that 

does not seem to age. That despite its intrinsic idiosyncracies which at times could seem 

almost too repetitive, to the extent thnt one finds the vivacious lengthy recitative passages 

far more interesting and revealing. 

A small cast, a work on a small scale because after all this is only an inltrmtz:r!] a due, often 

meant to provide lighter contrasts during evenings when jaded tastes and appetites needed 

some relief from heavier stuff inhabited by classical and mythological heroes up to their 

incredible tricks. Soprano Giuseppina Brienza's Serpina was excellent, so good that 1t 

almost made me resent her extreme bossiness, to the point of exasperation. On the other 

hand, baritone Davide Paltretti's Uberto was equally convincing that at first one felt sorry for 

him, for not standing up to his maid's bullying and blandishments. 

Such was the characterisation the pair projected Their technical endowments are 

considerable, and while like Paltretti's vocal qualities at all times, for his timbre is warm and 

delivery very smooth, it took me some time to get used to Brienza's sometimes strident 

top which eventually mellowed into something more agreeable in the second part of the 

work. 

Her 'S erpina pen.rtreti was most winning and so were the duets with Uberto, especially the 

last extended one with various sections of the orchestra imitating the prospective couple's 

beating hearts. For in the end she wins her man, helped in part by Vespone's masquerading 

as Captain Tempesta. This was one of the funniest scenes of all. 

A sparely effective set and judicious light effects conriaued to create the right atmosphere, as 

after all, did the theatre itself, a jewel of the Baroque. 

Albert G. Storace • 
An Invitation to the Baroque 
lt is always good to see different cultural bodies come together voluntarily 
around a table and pool their ideas and resources into a common project. One 

new collaborative effort of this kind involves the Manoel Theatre, the International 

Institute for Baroque Studies (IIBS), and the Kooperativa Kulturali Universitarja 

(KKU). 

These three entities have recently joined up 

with the aim of developing a biannual 

intemational festival of the Baroque arts, the 

first edition of which took place last May. 

important architectural and cultural national 

heritage. 

this fine city. • Apart from the Neolitbic temples, the 

Baroque period constitutes Malta's most 

The phrase 'cultural tourism' is bandied 

about frequently in public discourse and 


